CANADIAN WHISKY
This award-winning whisky is made from prairie wheat. The
masterfully blended 3-year whisky goes through a unique aging
process that brings out the full flavours in the grain. Each barrel is
hand selected by our master distiller and blended together just
perfectly to create a whisky that is uniquely mild and sippable with
notes of caramel, butterscotch and vanilla. Enjoy our whisky on the
rocks!
2019, 2018, 2017 & 2015: Bronze Award from the Canadian Whisky
Awards

DILL PICKLE VODKA
Our most popular product! This is our corn-based Vodka naturally
infused with fresh cucumber, dill, and garlic from right here in the
valley. Best enjoyed in a Caesar.

306 THE ORIGINAL RUM
Our rum is made from black-strap molasses and is slowly fermented
and distilled under the watchful eye of the master distiller who
makes our distillation cut by taste. It is aged in a once used bourbon
barrel for a minimum of one year but typically closer to three years.
This results in only the best rum perfect for sipping and excellent
mixed.

SCARTH ST. BLONDE
This is our easiest drinking beer. Its name honours our roots
in downtown Regina located right on Scarth St. With a
sweet, almost honey-like malt backbone and mild
bitterness, this clear, clean and dry finishing beer will
appeal to all beer drinkers. ABV 5%

COLD BREW AMERICANO STOUT
Brewed with freshly roasted and locally sourced coffee
beans from Caliber Coffee Roasters, this intense American
style stout has everything you’re looking for in your
morning Americano. Rich aromatics of coffee, the taste of
bittersweet chocolate, and citrusy American hops. Clocking
in at 7% and 65 IBU…you’ll wake up and smell the coffee!

WHITE IPA
Our White IPA is big on citrus and fruity hop flavours and
low on bitterness. We piled American hops on top of a
bready malt base of 50% wheat malt, lending this beer its
distinctive hazy appearance. At 5% abv and only 30 IBU, this
beer is citrusy and refreshing.

FRENCH LAUNDRY FREEZE FILTERED VODKA
Pure Canadian spirit is what our vodka is! Made with exclusively
Canadian grain in our artisanal distillery. Neutral and smooth with a
slightly sweet finish. Good (best quality products), Clean (triple
distilled and freeze filtered) and Fair (the best price for the best
product available), blended to be as pure as the Canadian spirit.

EARL GREY GIN
Infused with the highest quality loose leaf Earl Grey tea. We use
Saskatchewan juniper berries and wormwood, cardamom pods
and fresh orange zest to create a unique and refreshingly crisp
taste. This specialty product is crafted for Tea and Gin
connoisseurs alike.

KILLYA SILVER AGAVE
100% organic Blue Agave nectar from Mexico gives Killya its distinct
flavour and character. Easy drinking, shoot it, sip it or mix it. Have it in
a Margarita or just with a pinch of salt and twist of lime. Hints of
eucalyptus and mint in the body. A sharp black pepper lead with cedar
and hazelnut in the finish. An acute palate will get a trace of sour
cherry.

GERMAN PILSNER LAGER
Our German style Pilsner pours a brilliant gold with moderate
carbonation. Noble hops balance perfectly with prairie 2-row
malt for a uniquely refreshing approach to this style. Late
addition hopping with Czech Saaz lend this beer its classically
delicate aroma. 25 IBU, 5.0% ABV

BAVARIAN DARK LAGER
Our version of a Munich Dunkel pours dark brown with a stylish
garnet tint from its Munich malt base. This malt bomb is
brilliantly balanced for drinkability with a subtle noble hop
bitterness and aroma. Malt forward with notes of toffee, raisin
and chocolate. 23 IBU, 5.0% ABV

WEST COAST WHEAT LAGER
Sour mashed and generously hopped with Sorachi Ace to balance
the natural sweetness of wheat malt. Dry hopping intensifies the
big lemon peel and verbena aromas so that no lemon wedge is
required. Naturally unfiltered, low in bitterness and moderate in
alcohol make this an excellent session beer. 15 IBU, 4.6% ABV

CLIMAX SK COOL CUCUMBER VODKA
We use our Big Muddy Outpost Premium Vodka as a base and infuse it with
cucumbers to produce our clean, crisp, refreshing Climax SK Cool Cucumber
Vodka. This light-tasting spirit invokes memories of refreshment water
served at fine spas with slices of cucumber floating in the glass.
Served by itself, or with sparkling lemon or lime water, this premium
infused vodka is delicious and refreshing with the sweet yet balanced
flavour of cucumber. This vodka is tasty with lemonade or the perfect
starter for a Caesar! Any way you choose, this is Vodka that is sure to
please.

BIG BEAVER NWT CANADIAN PRAIRIE WHISKY STYLE GRAIN SPIRIT
Big Beaver NWT Canadian Prairie Whisky style grain spirit is the perfect campfire
beverage. Whether you prefer to mix with cola or other sodas, or you prefer to
sip your spirits neat or with ice, Big Beaver will provide you with an enjoyable
experience.
Big Beaver has notes of grain, honey and spice on the nose, and vanilla, caramel
and a hint of smoke on the palate, with a sweet last that is sure to please.

LIMERICK LIME RUM STYLE MOLASSES SPIRIT
Limerick Lime Rum Style Molasses Spirit has its roots in the tropics. For a base,
we ferment a sugar cane wash, and distill it to produce a Brazilian Cachaça-style
spirit, and we then infuse it with real lime fruit in a proprietary process unique to
Outlaw Trail Spirits.
The refreshing intense lime flavour, along with the hints of citrus associated
with this unique style of molasses spirit, is the perfect start for a Cuba Libra, or
a Mojito. Or, you can pour it over ice and enjoy it all by itself! Make a fruit
daiquiri using Limerick Lime and the make the fruit flavours pop! Regardless of
how it's used, it is the starting point for a perfect tropical cocktail!

LENTIL BEER
Easy drinking and smooth, featuring Saskatchewangrown lentils. Golden in colour, light and refreshing.
4.2% ABV

CERVEZA STYLE
Light, crisp, delicious, refreshing. This Mexican-style
ale is designed to remind you of sitting on the beach.
It has subtle notes of sweet corn and bready malts,
combined with lime zest and a light, salt finish.
4.2% ABV

HAZY IPA
A rich, hazy brew with aromas and flavours of citrus,
pineapple, melon, and stone fruit. It's like tropical
fruit juice in a glass.
6% ABV

